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Abstract

In this chapter, we describe the software architecture of a com-
mercially run home assistance system that allows patients or elderly
people to stay longer at home. Since such systems often have to
handle sensitive medical information, the protection of the privacy
is a major concern. Also, legislation often restricts access to health
information to qualified persons (i.e. medical personnel), who are
not always available in a commercial setting.

The home assistance system can offer several services, going from
scheduling necessary tasks and following up their execution, to mon-
itoring the patient’s health status and responding promptly to re-
quests for help or in case of emergency situations, and all this with-
out the need to maintain personal medical data or identifying infor-
mation about patients and caregivers in the home assistance centre.
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Abstract. In this chapter, we describe the software architecture of a com-
mercially run home assistance system that allows patients or elderly people
to stay longer at home. Since such systems often have to handle sensitive
medical information, the protection of the privacy is a major concern. Also,
legislation often restricts access to health information to qualified persons
(i.e. medical personnel), who are not always available in a commercial set-
ting.
The home assistance system can offer several services, going from scheduling
necessary tasks and following up their execution, to monitoring the patient’s
health status and responding promptly to requests for help or in case of
emergency situations, and all this without the need to maintain personal
medical data or identifying information about patients and caregivers in the
home assistance centre.
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1 Introduction

The average life expectancy in the Western world has risen well above 80 years.
Also, the limited birth rate has resulted in a greying population and caused the
population pyramid to flip upside down or at least to become more cube-like. The
progress of medicine has made many diseases and disorders curable or at least less
life-threatening. However, the downside of this evolution is that the government’s
social security budget needs to expand year after year and may grow faster than
the country’s economic growth. One way to cut costs is to have elderly people stay
at their homes much longer instead of moving them to nursing homes and dismiss
patients sooner from hospitals. However, these elderly people or patients often need
extra care or have to be monitored a few times a day or rather continuously. Luckily,
technology can fulfil these needs.

For more than a decade, elderly people can get help to stay longer at home. In
the morning, a nurse, often employed by a nursing organization or self-employed,
visits the old person, helps her to get out of bed and to get dressed, administers
medication and checks her health status. Later, a cleaning woman may arrive to
keep the house neat and tidy. At noon, someone from a catering service may bring
an appropriate lunch. In the afternoon, family members, neighbours or volunteers
may bring her a short visit and do some necessary shopping. In the evening, a nurse
may help to old person get prepared for the night. Weekly, the general practitioner
(GP) visits the old person, examines her and assesses whether it remains sensible to
keep her at home. Sometimes, an orderly working for a specialized patient transport
company collects the patient and brings her to the hospital for additional tests or a
specialized treatment. Some weak old persons even get a special fall detector that
automatically calls an emergency number as soon as a fall is detected. See also figure
1. This works fine as long as someone of the family or a close friend organizes the
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network of caregivers and schedules the different tasks. However, it often remains
difficult to quickly respond to last minute changes (e.g. ’Someone cannot get there
in time’). Moreover, more and more elderly people do not have relatives who can
take on this duty. Also, some people need more supervision and/or monitoring than
the previous setting is capable of offering.

Fig. 1. The patient’s network of caregivers.

There are many initiatives for designing and building such advanced home assis-
tance centres. Often, hospitals are involved since they have skilled employees who
are qualified to handle medical data and to make the correct assessments. However,
hospitals are not the best players to run these home assistance centres. They often
lack the technicians who are necessary to install and maintain the necessary equip-
ment in the home environment. Moreover, these assistance centres should also offer
support for non-medical services such as catering, cleaning, shopping, etc. These
services are already provided by specialized organizations or companies. Hence, it is
very likely that in the near future commercial businesses will start to operate home
assistance centres.

There is, however, one important impediment for a commercial deployment.
Many countries have legislations that limit the access to medical data to qualified
personnel (e.g. doctors, paramedics, etc.). That means that if the home assistance
centres (HACs) have to process medical data, they also need to employ medical
personnel. Also, home assistance systems are by definition distributed systems (part
of the system is deployed at the patient’s home and part at the centre) with many
access points, which makes it much harder to restrict access to sensitive (medical
or health) data. Therefore, the system should preferably be designed in such a way
that HACs never see or process such data.

Protecting the privacy of the elderly person or patient is of utmost importance.
Even when the patient’s medical data is properly protected, information about the
patient’s health could be indirectly inferred if one knows which specialist is treating
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the patient (e.g. when the doctor in attendance is an oncologist, one can easily
deduce that the patient suffers from cancer). Therefore, not only the medical data
needs to be protected, but also the patient’s network should remain hidden as much
as possible. We have seen in the past many cases of accidental or deliberate leakage
of privacy-sensitive information; often because of the loss or theft of storage media
or laptops. Hence, the system should avoid to store as much as possible identifying
information about patients, doctors, etc.

In the sequel of this paper, we will no longer distinguish between patient and
elderly person, and denote both by the term ’patient’.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the
system, including the functional requirements. In section 3, the security and privacy
requirements are listed and the attacker’s model is presented. Section 4 describes
the (anonymized) patient’s networks and depicts the global architecture. Section
5 gives an overview of the protocols used by the system to protect the patients’
privacy. Section 6 evaluates the design. Section 7 gives an overview of related work.
Concluding remarks and future work are given in section 8. The detailed protocols
are described in the appendix A.

2 Functional description of the system

The home assistance centre (HAC) offers different services which patients can sub-
scribe to. All the services require that a base station is installed at the patient’s
home (cfr. fig. 2). It controls and manages the sensors, assesses alert and emergency
situations, gives advice, notifies caregivers (through the HAC), performs access con-
trol to medical data, controls access to the patient’s home and enables communi-
cation between caregivers and the patient. The HAC will continuously monitor the
correct working of the base station, and –in case of failure– send a technician within
an contractually agreed time span.

Fig. 2. The patient’s base station.
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– One service concerns the scheduling and following up of tasks that need to
be performed by the caregivers of the patient’s network. Examples are cleaning
the house, catering, nursing tasks in the morning/evening, help with adminis-
tering medicines, shopping, visits or scheduled phone calls3, etc. At any time,
a patient can request new tasks to be performed and cancel or modify earlier
ones. For every task, minimal skills may be required (e.g. medicines may only be
injected by a paramedic or a doctor), a time frame within which the task should
be performed may be defined, and a set of preferred caregivers may be suggested
(or caregivers to avoid). Also, some caregivers should be able to schedule the
tasks themselves because they are sent by organizations (e.g. nurses for nursing
tasks) or because the caregiver is a professional that needs to attend several
patients. The HAC will fairly assign the tasks to the different caregivers, taking
their skills, availability and willingness to perform these tasks into account. Last
minute changes (e.g. the caregiver cannot keep an appointment because she has
been delayed by a traffic jam) must be considered and promptly a substitute
should be appointed4. The system also makes sure that the caregivers receive
the proper means to enter the patient’s house (e.g. through time-constrained
access tokens that open the door without the need for a physical door key).
As explained in the introduction, this service is often performed by the patient’s
close relatives. However, since the number of single persons are growing, chances
are that no family members are available to coordinate this service.
As an alternative, this service could also be offered by an external company
or institution, such as the patient’s health insurance institution, which already
offers a lot of health- and welfare-related services to its members.

– Surveillance is another service patients can subscribe to. Different kinds of
sensors and control units may be connected to the base station:
• via a control stick with buttons, a patient can report an emergency, request
help/advice or cancel an alarm; the stick can further be equipped with
speaker and microphone to allow for a conversation between the patient
and caregiver;

• a fall detector can discover a sudden fall;
• a heartbeat sensor may measure the heartbeat rate and detect arrhythmia;
• a pulse oximetry sensor can measure the oxygenation of the blood,
• etc.

The base station will collect the measurements and store them in the local
database. Also, assessment tasks can process these measurements: compute av-
erages, compare them with set thresholds, investigate their evolution, and pos-
sibly raise alerts5. The patient treatment policy, which is usually composed by
the patient’s GP or a specialist attending the patient, determines how these
alerts will be handled:
• in case of a mild alert, the patient can be given advice (e.g. ”take a seat
and rest for a while” or ”take a particular drug”, . . . ); this advice can be
accompanied by a movie, displayed on the base station or on a television
set, in case of complex actions;

3 As an example, people suffering from a beginning dementia often become unaware of
time. Phone calls at fixed times may remind them that it is time for breakfast, lunch,
medication, etc.

4 The system can already appoint (one or more) replacements for important tasks, when
assigning the tasks to the caregivers

5 Some sensors may have processing capabilities and can perform assessment tasks them-
selves. Therefore, the base station must be capable to interface with both types: complex
sensors, which need to be configured properly, and simple sensors, for which data col-
lection and processing/assessment tasks needs to be installed and executed on the base
station.
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• a caregiver should be informed about the change in the patient’s current
status (e.g. the GP gets a message each time the heartbeat rate exceeds a
threshold; if that happens too often, the GP may bring the patient a visit);

• a caregiver should be notified that she needs to contact or attend the patient
as soon as possible (this is clearly an alert situation);

• the patient’s health status is critical and an emergency procedure should be
started (e.g. an ambulance should be sent as soon as possible).

Except for a mild alert, the dispatch centre is informed and will take the appro-
priate measures (e.g. it will notify the appropriate caregiver, who was selected
by the base station, by sending her a text message and awaits a positive or
negative response). In case of a negative or missing reply, the base station will
have to select another caregiver.
If the HAC employs medical staff, a member of that staff could interact directly
with the patient and assess the severeness of the alert situation before a caregiver
is notified. Note, however, that this kind of service could also be offered by a
hospital or another medical institution.

– Privacy-protected help networks is yet another service offered by the HAC.
These networks are meant to organize self-help groups. Self-help groups allow
for exchanging information that may improve the patient’s comfort and living
standard (e.g. hints about ’how to do certain tasks’ or references to (new) drugs,
treatments or specialists). Also, they may reduce the solitude of patients who
do not see many visitors, by offering a listening ear of someone who is the same
situation.
The major difference with existing social networks (e.g. Facebook, MySpace,
Netlog, etc.) is that only patients suffering from a particular illness and medical
staff specialized in that area will be allowed to join that network. Also, members
will only be known to each other by a pseudonym. Hence, the members’ privacy
is protected and infiltrators (such as reporters, paparazzi or even greedy heirs)
are kept out of the network.

– The HAC provides secure audit trails. The system guarantees that all im-
portant events and actions are securely logged and that these logs allow for a
detailed, correct and proven reconstruction in case of disputes.

The HAC also offers services to caregivers:

– Caregivers can maintain an (pseudonymous) profile on the system that
lists their qualifications, willingness to perform certain tasks and their avail-
ability. These profiles are used to schedule the patient’s tasks. They can also
notify the HAC when an assigned task cannot be accomplished (e.g. due to un-
forseen circumstances); if necessary, the HAC will reschedule the task and find
a replacement.

– Caregivers have remote access to the patient’s health information if they
are authorized. Hence, they are able to accurately assess the patient’s health
status without the need for a visit.

– Caregivers will be promptly notified when an emergency situation occurs.
Hence, there is no need for regular phone calls (’Just to check whether everything
is alright’), and both the patient and the caregiver are guaranteed of timely
notifications (i.e. no valuable time is lost).

– Caregivers who need to visit the patient will receive a time-constraint access
token with which the door can be opened. Hence, unauthorized access
to the patient’s home is prevented, while door keys do no longer need to be
duplicated and distributed among the patient’s caregivers. This is important
for caregivers who attend several patients and usually have to carry a ’bag’ of
keys. Also, in case of last minute changes, a secure delegation procedure for
these access tokens suffices to allow a substitute nurse to enter the house.
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– Commercial companies (offering cleaning, catering, shopping, etc. services) and
medical organisations (such as hospitals, rehabilitation centres, nursing organi-
sations, etc.) may publish their services on the HAC system. By registering
in the system, they can smoothly (and anonymously) be added to the patient’s
network. These companies or institutions can either invoice the patient directly
for used services or invoice the HAC which will subsequently charge the patient’s
account.

2.1 Functional requirements

Based on the description of the previous section, we can deduce the following re-
quirements:

1. The system should support the scheduling of tasks:

(a) The system should be able to assign regular or one-time tasks to the mem-
bers of the patient’s network and make up a schedule;

(b) The system should allow caregivers to maintain a profile which contains the
caregivers’ qualifications, willingness to perform certain duties and avail-
abilities;

(c) In addition, some members (e.g. organizations or professional caregivers)
should be able to schedule the assigned tasks themselves;

(d) The system should be able to respond timely to last-minute changes (e.g. a
caregiver that cannot keep an appointment and find a substitute or –in the
worst case– notify the patient or a close relative or neighbour.

2. The system should support permanent monitoring of the patient:

(a) The patient needs a remote control unit to report emergency situations, to
request for help or to cancel an alert;

(b) The system should be able to interface with all kinds of sensors (fall detec-
tor, heartbeat sensor, motion sensors, etc.); some sensors may be sophisti-
cated and able to detect anomalies (e.g. exceeding a thresholds) and raise
an alarm; others may merely measure body parameters and send these mea-
surements at regular times to the system (in this case, the system should
process the data and detect anomalies);

(c) The system should allow to start/stop/modify any number of assessment
and/or processing tasks; these tasks could be run locally (at the patient’s
home) or remotely (e.g. computation-intensive tasks could be executed on
the computers of a hospital);

(d) The system should be able to raise alerts and report emergencies and timely
act accordingly: e.g. instructing the patient in applying first self aid, noti-
fying the appropriate caregivers and/or calling an ambulance, etc.

3. The system should provide sufficient communication means for interactions with
the patient:

(a) A microphone and speaker should be available (possibly incorporated in the
control unit) so that verbal communication is possible; it is often the first
means to assess the severeness of an emergency situation or to calm down
a patient in distress;

(b) The system should be able to show instructive movies (e.g. how to admin-
ister a medicine or how to use a device to measure a body parameter6;

(c) A chat function may be helpful in giving the patient clear and serial orders;

6 For some measurements, patients may have to perform certain actions: e.g. pricking in
one’s finger and having a drop of blood analyzed by a blood glucose meter.
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(d) A webcam and a video call functionality may reduce the need for daily visits;
they can help patients with beginning dementia who often suffer with their
awareness of time, by synchronizing during important moments of a day
(breakfast, lunch, dinner, etc.); they may help to detect early on emotional
or psychic problems and, certainly, are a good means to avoid patients
growing lonely;

(e) Video cameras installed in different rooms of the patient’s house allows for
assessing what happened when the patient does no longer respond to stimuli
from the system;

(f) All the above communication means should be easy to handle and should
have a uniform, intuitive and simple interface.

4. The system should provide support for anonymous self-help groups. These groups
resemble the social networks that are provided by popular network sites. How-
ever, they are only open to patients with a certain pathology and possibly
medical staff specialized in that domain. The purpose of these groups is to
exchange useful information among their members, to render assistance in non-
acute matters, and to have a listening ear available during lonely or difficult
moments.

5. The system should provide flexible access control to the patient’s home. Since
many different caregivers need access to the patient’s home, an access mecha-
nism based on physical keys is not desirable. Not only many copies of the same
key are necessary, but they also give the bearer the possibility to enter the house
at any time (i.e. they give the bearer too many privileges). Moreover, some ser-
vices (such as nursing, catering, cleaning) are offered by organizations that may
not always send the same caregiver to the patient; hence, physical keys must be
passed on from one caregiver to the other, which is not always possible in case
of a last minute change in the schedule.

(a) Therefore, virtual keys (or access tokens) are preferable. They allow for very
fine-grained access control (e.g. the token issued to the catering service may
only be used on weekdays between 11:30 and 12:30);

(b) For scheduled tasks or emergency situations, the system should be able
to generate the necessary access tokens and deliver them securely to the
appropriate caregiver or organization;

(c) The door access mechanism should provide for a flexible but controlled
delegation mechanism in order to be able to deal with last minute changes.

3 Security and privacy requirements

Health information and personal medical data are very privacy-sensitive. Therefore,
three requirements should be fulfilled:

(S1) Non-medical personnel should never get access to personal medical data; this
requirement is necessary, since legislation in many countries imposes this rule;
hence, strict access control must be provided;

(S2) The patient’s networks should be anonymized; this requirement is also im-
portant, since knowing that a few caregivers of a patient’s network sometimes
allows one to deduce the illness the patient suffers from. It will not be possible
to hide everything, though. In general, one cannot hide that someone has health
problems or needs permanent care, since passers-by may notice and recognize
caregivers who enter or leave the patient’s house. However, the amount of de-
duced information should be limited. If someone gets hold of the database of
the patients’ networks, because of a deliberate leak by a disgruntled employee
or a break-in into the system, he should not be able to learn privacy-sensitive
information;
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(S3) All logging information about what actions have been performed should be
treated as extremely confidential. Except for a trusted (external) party in case of
disputes, these logs should not be accessible to anyone. If such logs are necessary
to check the proper working of the system, then they should be anonymized
beforehand.

In the next subsection, we describe against what threats the system should be
immune.

3.1 Attacker’s model

There are three kinds of attackers that must be dealt with:

– The first kind of attacker is an entity external to the system (i.e. different
from patients, caregivers and employees of the home assistance centre). Typ-
ically, it could be a journalist who wants to bring a scoop about the medical
condition of a celebrity or it might be a speculator who wants to perpetrate
insider trading based on knowledge about the health condition of the CEO of
a company quoted on the stock exchange. Also, criminal organizations might
want to blackmail individuals or companies they work for, threatening to dis-
close unfavourable medical prognoses.
Clearly, the system should not make it easier for these nosy people to get the
information they desire. On the contrary! Even if these people collude with
employees of the centre, they should not be able to acquire more information
than what they could find when prying in their victims’ lives.

– Another kind of attacker is a caregiver who belongs to one or more patients’
networks. Here, we must distinguish between medical professionals and other
people (cleaning lady, caterer, volunteer, relative, neighbour, etc.). The first
category usually has access to the medical data of the patient. However, they
are bound by a duty of professional confidentiality. Moreover, the system should
only allow access to medical staff that belongs to the patient’s network. Hence,
a nosy doctor who does not treat the patient, should not be able to see any data
concerning the patient’s health.
The second category should never get access to the patient’s medical data. It
is well known that because of the prospect of an important inheritance, some
family members may want to know the life expectancy of the patient. If they
need to be informed, they will so through the patient herself or through her GP
or specialist in attendance.

– The last kind of attackers that should be considered are employees of the home
assistance centre. Clearly, since they have to install the system at the patient’s
house and keep it running, they already have some background information
that others not have: e.g. they know which sensors are being used by which
patient. However, the system should not provide them with more information
than what they learned at the patient’s house. Medical data –if kept at the home
assistance centre– should not be readable to employees7. Also information about
the patients’ networks should be anonymized (cfr. figure 3). The silhouettes
represent unlinkable pseudonyms. In the figure, some companies and individuals
belong to several networks, but are represented by different pseudonyms. Hence,
indiscretions about one network will not reveal anything about other networks.
Also, disclosing the complete network database should not reveal more than a
set of random numbers associated with general attributes, such as roles and
rights (cfr. further).

7 Strict access control does not suffice, since the system administrator might temporarily
change the policies. Unreadable means ’encrypted’ with a key that is unknown to the
employees.
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Fig. 3. Anonymous patient networks. The silhouettes represent unlinkable pseudonyms.
The larger (red) silhouettes represent the patients; the smaller (grey) ones represent care-
givers or their organisations/companies.

Note that it is difficult to exclude that employees learn some information about
the networks by observing or monitoring the system (e.g. the mobile phone
number of the patient’s GP), since at some point, plaintext phone numbers
need to be provided to dialing devices8. However, the design of the system
should make it extremely difficult to link these phone numbers to pseudonyms
of the networks.

To summarize, employees are allowed to be curious and may randomly or on
purpose browse the system’s databases. However, they should not be able to
modify the data (especially the logs), or to tamper with the software so that
programmed checks are eliminated or that identifying data (such as phone num-
bers, email addresses or IP-numbers), which may be temporarily kept in volatile
memory is continuously recorded. Also, the content of the text messages sent
to mobile devices may leak privacy-sensitive information about the patient’s
health. However, the system should allow for ”encoding” such information into
–for outsiders– meaningless messages. Unless the offender has complete control
over the system and can follow the data flows inside the system, which we con-
sider as highly unlikely, linking contact information or message content to a
particular patient, should be very hard to do.

8 Phone numbers are not necessary when caregivers remain online all the time. However,
this assumption is not realistic for now.
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4 The global architecture

In this section, we first define the notion of the patient’s network and then give an
overview of the major components.

4.1 The patient’s network

First, we describe how the networks are represented inside the system. Because
of the privacy requirements, networks need to be anonymized. Note that such a
network consists of the patient (at the centre) and all her caregivers. Anonymized
self-help groups, which consist of a patients with a similar pathology, are outside
the scope of this report.

Caregivers. Figure 4 illustrates the hierarchy of roles in the system. To the left,
relatives, neighbours and volunteers are listed. To the right, professionals or organi-
zations are shown. Medical staff is strictly separated from the others, since they are
the only ones who can get access to medical data. When caregivers join a patient’s
network, they are assigned one or more roles.

Fig. 4. The hierarchy of roles of caregivers. Caregivers with a clouded background represent
companies/institutions/organisations.

The anonymized patient’s network. The patient’s network consists of the pa-
tient (P) herself and one or more (health) caregivers9 (CG). All members of a
network first need to be registered with the administration centre (AC). The pa-
tient’s network is created by the patient herself. She can invite other caregivers to
join her network. The 4-step protocol is described in section 5.

9 Note that a caregiver can also be an organization employing caregivers.
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Figure 5 shows the representation inside the dispatch centre (DC; see further).
Each member is represented by his unique pseudonym (the silhouette), a certificate
with the caregiver’s public key and role in the network and a vault10 with the care-
giver’s identity and contact information (e.g. mobile phone number, email address,
ip-address, etc.). The caregiver’s and the patient’s pseudonyms are also included in
their vault to link the information to that pseudonym and to control to whom the
information may be disclosed (cfr. further).

The patient’s base station maintains a copy of this network; however, there is
no need for vaults; all information can be kept in clear text.

Fig. 5. The anonymized patient’s network

4.2 The major components

The major components of the system are shown in figure 6.
The home assistance service centre (HAC) consists of:

– the administration centre (AC), where both patients and caregivers have to
register prior to forming or joining a patient’s network; typically, the registration
centre will perform all the administrative tasks, such as invoicing, receiving
payments, etc.

– the dispatch centre (DC), which is responsible for maintaining the anonymized
patient’s networks and self-help groups, assigning and/or scheduling tasks in
each network, monitoring the proper working of the base stations, notifying
caregivers in case of alert or emergency situations and following up their re-
sponses, providing authorized caregivers with access codes for the door system,

10 The vault represents encrypted data.
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Fig. 6. The global architecture.

exercising (course-grained) access control to the resources controlled by the base
stations, and collecting and archiving evidence of actions taken by the DC;

– one base station per patient, installed at the patient’s home; it interfaces
with a control unit, controls several sensors, runs assessment tasks, manages
the communication subsystems and generates access tokens for the door access
system;

– one patient smart card (SCPT ) per patient, storing identity information and
master keys necessary to keep the base station running;

– one mobile device per caregiver; ideally, this is a smartphone that can run a
web browser, but it can also be a mobile phone able to send and receive text
messages;

– two trusted platform modules (TPMs), one to be used by the DC, the other
by the AC; these TPMs convert encrypted data into data encrypted with an-
other key, or decrypt (part of) the encrypted plain text under certain conditions.

5 Relevant protocols

In this section, we describe the protocols for registration, creation and extension of
the patient’s networks.

5.1 Notation and assumptions

The protocols are described graphically. The detailed formulas can be found in
appendix A. The following table explains the meaning of the graphical elements in
the figures.
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The patient. A caregiver (doctor, GP, nurse,

relative, neighbour, . . . )

An organisation providing ser-
vices (e.g. hospital, catering ser-
vice, . . . )

An anonymous entity (patient,
organisation or caregiver)

An anonymous credential A certificate certifying a public
key

Ciphertext (encrypted with the
public key of the entity indicated
by the label)

A pseudonym

A (possibly anonymous) signa-
ture

A commitment containing one or
more committed values

In all protocols, we assume that public key pairs and corresponding certificates
have been generated prior to running these protocols. In appendix A, these assump-
tions are listed explicitly.

5.2 Registration with the administration centre

All parties using this system first need to register with the administration centre.
Depending on their role in the system, different procedures are followed:

– Since a patient subscribes to (a subset of) the services of the home assistance
centre (cfr. section 2), she will have to sign a contract with the AC (possibly with
her eID card) (cfr. figure 7; the detailed protocol description can be found in
table 5 of appendix A). A Service Level Agreement (SLA), listing the subscribed
services and the conditions, will be agreed upon. The AC will personalize a
new patient smart card (SCPT ). The patient’s identity, address information and
SLA are stored on the card, which will generate a new pseudonym (NymPT )
and two new key pairs (SKi

PT , PKi
PT ), (i = enc or sig), one to be used for

encryption/decryption, the other for signing/verification11. All cards share a
common authentication key pair (SKco , PKco) (cfr. also [16] for the rationale
behind this privacy-friendly patient card). The AC will issue certificates for
the public keys PKi

PT and subsequently store them on the card. The card is
essential for authenticating the base station towards the DC and the caregivers,
and is also used to sign or decrypt information. Hence, the base station can only
be operational as long as the SCPT remains inserted in the base station’s card
reader12.
The AC’s database records the patient’s pseudonym, certificates, SLA and the
encrypted identity and address information13.
Later, a base station will be installed at the patient’s house, and connected with
all the necessary sensors and communication equipment (speakers, cameras,
etc.) described in the SLA.

11 During the personalization, additional certificates are stored in the card, e.g. those for
the public keys of TPMDC and TPMAC .

12 To increase security, the card can request a PIN code upon first usage; this is omitted
in this text.

13 The data is encrypted with the public key of TPMAC .
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Fig. 7. Registration of a patient.

– Organizations (such as hospitals) or companies offering paid services (such
as cleaning, catering, nursing, etc.) usually require a patient registration or a
contract before they are willing to join a patient’s network (cfr. further).

They will advertise their services on the HAC’s website. Therefore, they need
to register with the AC (cfr. figure 8; the detailed protocol description can be
found in table 6), providing the AC with identity and contact information, a
list of offered services, and a public key (PKenc

O ) certified in a certificate signed
by and external party (a trusted certification authority). If AC accepts the
registration, the organization sends a commitment to a random value (RandO),
and receives in return an anonymous credential (CredanonO ), which includes all
the previously exchanged information (including the committed but to the AC
unknown random value).

The AC’s database will list the organization, related information and its re-
certified public key (PKO= PKenc

O ) (cfr. certificate CertO). Note that these
registrations are not anonymized. Patients can browse this database and look
for services they want to use.

– Most caregivers such as self-employed doctors (GPs) or nurses, relatives, neigh-
bours, volunteers usually register when they are invited to join a patient’s net-
work unless they have been registered previously for another patient (cfr. figure
9; the detailed protocol is listed in table 7).

After mutual authentication, the caregiver (CG) provides AC with her identity
and address information (via her eID card) and signed qualifications. Also,
for medical personnel, appropriate proofs must be provided (e.g. through a
certificate of the their professional association or union). Additionally, contact
information (phone number(s), email addresses, etc.) is required to allow for
sending task schedules or alert messages in case of an alert or an emergency.
To authenticate each contact address, the AC will send an authentication code,
which needs to be returned by the caregiver within a limited time.
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Fig. 8. Registration of an organisation.

In the next step, the caregiver generates a new pseudonym (NymCG) and a
random number (RandCG), which is committed in (CommCG). Both NymCG

and CommCG are sent to the AC. In return, the caregiver receives an anony-
mous credential (CredanonCG ) which contains, her pseudonym, identity, address
and contact information, qualifications and committed random value.
AC will keep a record of the caregiver’s pseudonym and a vault which contains
all the identifying information. Note that this kind of caregiver is anonymized
in database.

5.3 Creation and extension of the patient’s network

When the base station has been installed at the patient’s home, she can create her
own patient’s network and invite caregivers (or organisations) to join her network.
Depending on the type of caregiver (organization/company vs individual), a differ-
ent protocol is followed. Before the protocols are described, the requirements for
these networks are investigated.

Requirements for patients’ networks. In order to protect the patient’s privacy,
the patient’s network should fulfil several requirements.

(N1) The patient’s network should be as anonymous as possible. It should not be
possible to identify the patient or one of the caregivers of the network. This
implies that both patients and caregivers will be denoted by random-looking
pseudonyms.

(N2) The network will be used for several purposes:
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Fig. 9. Registration of a caregiver.

– to exercise course-grained access control. The caregiver’s role in the network
will determine whether or not a particular operation is authorized or not.
E.g. the patient’s GP will be allowed to access the patient’s medical history,
but the cleaning organisation will not;

– to determine which caregiver to notify in case of an emergency;

– to fairly assign tasks that need to be done for the patient.

This implies that for the second and third purpose, contact information should
be available (e.g. a cell phone number, an email address, . . . ). Since contact
information can often be linked to a particular individual, it must not be kept
in cleartext. Only when contact information is necessary, it will be deciphered
by a trusted and tamper-free device.

(N3) It should be easy to extend the network with a new caregiver or to remove
one from the network. Extensions or removals must be done without revealing
the identity of the caregivers involved. Hence, during network operations, the
home assistance centre should never learn possibly privacy-sensitive information
(e.g. the caregivers’ specialty).

(N4) It must not be possible to join a patient’s network without the patient’s prior
consent. It should not be possible to ’trick’ a patient into allowing a disguised
paparazzo into her network. Hence, a patient should be able to discover the true
identity of a ’caregiver’ before giving her consent.

(N5) If information about a patient’s network is disclosed to the public, it should
not affect other networks. Hence, knowing the true identity of one of the care-
givers in a network, should not allow to spot that same caregiver in other net-
works.

(N6) Finally, to counter denial-of-service or harassment attacks, caregivers will
only be able to join a patient’s network, if they can prove that they have been
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invited by the patient. This requirement avoids that patients may have to dis-
miss many unjust requests.

Creation of the patient’s anonymized network. The patient anonymously
authenticates with her patient’s smart card (SCPT ) towards the dispatch centre
(DC), and DC authenticates towards the card. They both set up an end-to-end
secure (SSL) channel, over which the patient’s pseudonym14 her certificate and a
vault containing her pseudonym, identity and address information (encrypted with
the TPMDC ’s public key) are sent (cfr. figure 10). Since DC trusts the patient’s
card, the contents of the vault is assumed to be correct.

In the database, a new network is created, consisting of one node that lists the
patient’s pseudonym, her certificate (binding her pseudonym to her public encryp-
tion key PKenc

PT ) and the vault with her identity and address information.

Fig. 10. Creation of the patient’s anonymized network

Extending the patient’s network. Extending the patient’s network happens in
four steps:

– First, the patient invites a caregiver (possibly an organisation) to join her net-
work;

– Then, the caregiver will (anonymously) sign an acceptance/rejection response;
– Next, the patient receives the caregiver’s response and confirms or rejects the

caregiver’s entry into her network;
– Finally, the caregiver receives a confirmation.

If the caregiver is an organization or a company that offers paid services, the
patient will often need a prior registration and/or contract with that organiza-
tion/company. For instance, often a contract between the patient and a catering
service is made stipulating the kind of meals that need to be served. This is outside

14 Note that for increased privacy, the patient card can easily generate another pseudonym
which is not linkable to the pseudonym used with the administration centre. The card
will certainly do that when joining a self-help group.
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the scope of the system and of this text15. We assume that this registration or con-
tract signing has been completed. Since these organizations/companies will have to
agree to cooperate with the home assistance service, we assume that they already
have registered with the administration centre (see section 5.2).

In a preliminary step, the patient can (anonymously) search the AC’s database
for the certificates of the organizations/companies she would like to add to her net-
work. Also, she can pseudonymously request invitation codes from the dispatch cen-
tre (DC). The invitation codes are encrypted with the patient’s public key (PKenc

PT ).
DC stores for a limited amount of time a fingerprint (a secure hash) of every valid
invitation code in the patient’s node (see figure 11).

Fig. 11. Extending the patient’s network: certificates and invitation codes.

The rest of the protocol differs, depending on whether the caregiver is an organ-
isation or not.

15 It is also possible that these organisations work as subcontractors of the home assistance
centre. In this case, the dispatch centre (DC) will have to join the patient’s network in
a particular role (e.g. as a caterer or cleaning service). Whenever a task is assigned
to that role, the DC will delegate the task to one of its subcontractors. For privacy
reasons, subcontracting should be restricted to non-medical tasks; although even then,
some medical information may be released to the DC (e.g. dietary constraints such as
salt- or gluten-free meals). Therefore, a scheme where organisations directly join the
patient’s network seems more privacy-friendly.
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Organisation/Company. The patient has got the caregiver’s certificate (it it posted
on the HAC’s website) and will encrypt her identity, pseudonym, address and ad-
ditional information (such as social security number or contract number), together
with an unused and still valid (previously requested) invitation code. The vault is
then sent to the caregiver. Typically, this would be an email that also contains the
URL of a JoinMyNetwork-webservice. The applet loads the caregiver’s private key,
opens the vault, loads the caregiver’s anonymous credential (see figure 12; the pro-
tocol details can be found in table 9), and executes the second step of the protocol
(we show only the case where the caregiver accepts to join the network; the opposite
response is straightforward).

Fig. 12. Extending the patient’s network with an organisation: step 1

In the second step, the applet establishes a new pseudonym (NymO−PT which is
based on the patient’s pseudonym and the random number included in the creden-
tial) with DC. Next, the applet generates a new key pair (SKenc

O−PT , PKenc
O−PT )16,

verifiably encrypts the new pseudonym, the patient’s pseudonym, the caregiver’s
identity and contact information with the public key of TPMDC . The patient’s
pseudonym, vault, fresh public key, delivered services and access code are then
signed with the organisation’s anonymous credential, thereby proving that the
pseudonym was correctly computed, that the offered services are listed in the cre-
dential and that the data enclosed in the vault are also the correct values. DC will
verify the signature (including all the proofs) and the validity of the access code;
the code is thereafter invalidated. The public key is certified in a new certificate
and stored in the caregiver’s node (see figure 13).

In the third step, the complete transcript (i.e. all the exchanged messages) and
the patient’s certificate are then given to the trusted platform module, TPMDC ,
which will –if all checks verify correctly (cfr. section 6)– decrypt the vault and
encrypt the transcript, the caregiver’s pseudonym, identity and contact information
with the patient’s public key (PKenc

PT ). This vault is sent to the patient and forwarded
to the patient’s card for decryption. The information is shown to the patient who
can confirm (or deny) the admission of caregiver to the patient’s network. If the
admission is allowed, the patient assigns a role to the caregiver, and confirms this
to DC (via a signature) (see figure 14).

In the final step, DC will add the caregiver with its role, certificate and vault
(containing identity and contact information) to the patient’s network. Also, the
TPMDC prepares a encrypted confirmation that includes the pseudonyms, role and

16 The caregiver is allowed to reuse the same key pair for different patients; however, in
that case, it will be possible to link the caregiver’s nodes in the different networks. This
should be avoided when the organization is a very specialized medical institution, since
this could leak information about the patient’s health condition.
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Fig. 13. Extending the patient’s network with an organisation: step 2

Fig. 14. Extending the patient’s network with an organisation: step 3

patient information (the latter is extracted from the patient’s vault which was con-
structed when the network was created) (see figure 15). This way, the organisation
can verify whether the invitation was correctly constructed, and if not, request to
leave the patient’s network.
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Fig. 15. Extending the patient’s network with an organisation: step 4

Private caregiver. This case differs only in some minor details with the previous
case. The major differences are:

– The patient does not hold the caregiver’s public key; hence, the vault will be
encrypted with the applet’s public key17 To protect the patient’s privacy, the
vault will only contain the patient’s pseudonym. We assume that the caregiver
will receive the request via an email that identifies the patient towards the
caregiver. (Note that in the final step, the patient’s true identity is revealed
towards to caregiver).

– It is possible that the caregiver will first have to register with AC (the applet
will do so if the caregiver does not possess a valid anonymous credential).

5.4 The trusted platform modules

Figures 14 and 15 partly illustrate the functioning of TPMDC : it re-encrypts en-
crypted information with another key, but only under strict conditions (the TMP
will repeat most of the verifications done by the DC and additionally verify that
the information belongs to the same patient pseudonym.

Beside this function, TPMDC (and also TPMAC ) will sometimes decrypt infor-
mation and return (part of) the plain text. This happens e.g. when a caregiver needs
to be notified via a text message. In that case, the base station will send a signed re-
quest (”Please call one of the following pseudonyms: p1, p2, . . . ”). The TPM receives
this request, together with the patient’s certificate and the caregiver’s vault (with
contact information). When the request is recent and the caregiver’s pseudonym
belongs to the requested set of caregivers, then TPMDC will decrypt the vault and
return the required contact information (e.g. the mobile phone number) (see figure
17). Note that all actions of the TMP are securely logged for later auditing.

Similarly, TPMAC will decrypt the patient’s address information when invoices
need to be sent.

17 This key is embedded in the applet through whitebox cryptography. This key changes
very frequently.
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Fig. 16. Extending the patient’s network with a caregiver

Fig. 17. The TPM at the dispatch centre

6 Evaluation

In this section, we will review the security and privacy requirements together with
the specific requirements for patients’ networks and prove that all the requirements
are fulfilled.
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(S1) Non-medical personnel should never get access to personal medical data.
This requirement is fulfilled, since neither DC nor AC store any medical data. All
health related information is kept locally on the base station. Moreover, caregivers
can only access this information when they are a member of the patient’s network
and have the required role assigned. The DC can perform course-grained access
control solely based on the caregiver’s pseudonym (and role). The base station can
further fine-tune this access control based on the identity of the requesting caregiver.

(S2) The patient’s networks should be anonymized. This is discussed in the
requirements N1 . . . N6.

(S3) All logging information about what actions have been performed should be
treated as extremely confidential. Indeed, the DC will sometimes send text messages
or emails to caregivers. Hence, phone numbers or address information used during
these actions need to be kept confidential. This can easily be fulfilled by encrypting
all logging information with the public key of an external trusted third party.

(N1) The patient’s networks should be as anonymous as possible. This is ful-
filled, since both patients and caregivers are represented by unlinkable pseudonyms18.
Also, little extra information is available: only a certificate containing a pseudonym,
a public encryption key and a role is kept in the nodes. Additional information is
stored encrypted with the public key of the TPMDC . The TPMs will only re-key
or decrypt (part of) the ciphertext when all the verifications succeed. This prevents
that an intruder can use a TMP as an oracle.

(N2) Contact information should not be kept in cleartext. This is fulfilled.
Both at the AC and DC is contact information encrypted with the public key
of the TPMDC (resp. TPMAC ). The contact information is only disclosed when
appropriate evidence is provided that it is necessary. Also, the TPMs securely log
all their actions for later auditing.

(N3) The protocols for creating and extending the patient’s network never re-
veal identifying information to the DC. Both patient and caregiver involved only
exchange identifying information which is encrypted with the other party’s pub-
lic key. The TPMDC is used to assist in securely and trustworthily construct this
cyphertext.

(N4) It must not be possible to join a patient’s network without the patient’s
prior consent. This is fulfilled by the four-step protocol. First, a caregiver proves
that she is invited by showing a valid invitation code to the DC. Secondly, in the
third step, the patient is shown the caregiver’s true identity (and other information),
and hence, can accept or deny the caregiver’s admission to her network. Moreover,
both patients and caregivers first have to register with the AC which verifies their
identities. Also, the patient smart card constructs the patient’s vault and will do so
correctly. Furthermore, caregivers are issued an anonymous credential which include
their true identities; when the caregiver generates a signature with that credential,
she proves that the vault contains the correct values. Hence, it is impossible to
deceive either the DC or the patient.

(N5) Disclosing information about a patient’s network should not affect other
networks. This is easily fulfilled, since pseudonyms are unlinkable and caregivers
join different networks under different pseudonyms.

(N6) DoS or harassment attacks should be prevented. This is fulfilled since a
caregiver can only request to join a patient’s network when she can show a valid
invitation code.

To summarize, the HAC fulfills all the privacy and security requirements.

18 The pseudonyms are not linkable to the identity of their owners. Also, pseudonyms of
the same caregiver (who belongs to different networks) are not linkable to each other.
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7 Related Work

Many research initiatives were bootstrapped during the last decades in the domain
of remote health monitoring. Most research activities only cover a subproblem and
results are typically applied in a three tier architecture which consists of a set of sen-
sors, a base station and a health centre. At the sensor side, wireless sensor network
protocols are embedded in health sensors. Many practical case studies aim at guar-
anteeing a minimal level of reliability and performance. For instance, [6] proposes a
remote system for health care that consists of heterogeneous wireless sensors. The
system uses an optimized IDL to enable communication between low resource plat-
forms. In [12], the authors propose to use a wireless PAN of intelligent sensors as
a medical monitoring system architecture. The network is organized hierarchically
and individual sensors monitor specific physiological signals (such as EEG, ECG,
GSR. . . ). [19] describes a monitoring system for the elderly that provides alarm
functionality. It consists of a wrist device detecting user induced alarms.
Other research focuses on the development of gateways between sensors (or sen-
sor networks) and service providers. For instance, MobiCare [5] implements a body
sensor network manager (BSNM) on a mobile client. Its major task consists of
aggregating data from sensors and forwarding them to a health centre or another
predefined service provider. [15] describes a home server that offers services as OSGi
bundles. This approach centralizes data processing and service provisioning in the
home server. A similar architecture is applied for patient rehabilitation [10], emer-
gency situations [20], video monitoring [11], etc. Those solutions often lack flexibility
and reliability. It is difficult to ensure a service level if the base station crashes or
if a service provider is not available. TeleCARE [3] is a more flexible agent-based
approach for building virtual communities around elderly people. Agents migrate to
the sensors and to the base station to offer services. The authors claim that security
and privacy are important concerns but these are not really tackled in the approach.
In other architectures, many tasks are performed at the care centre. For instance,
in [13], coordination, data analysis and service provisioning are performed at a
central monitoring station. Hence, the user has no substantial control over the ser-
vices that are deployed and on the information that is released to the care centre.
Therefore, very high trust is required in those care centres. [18] proposes an ar-
chitecture for secure central storage of electronic health records (EHRs). The data
are pseudonymized. Many research initiatives focus on privacy friendly storage of
data. Our architecture does not explicitly focus on EHR storage. It merely focuses
on enabling services based on technical means installed in the home environment of
elderly people. However, anonymous storage technologies like [7, 8] can be foreseen
in our platform. Another research flavour that is complementary with our contri-
bution are interoperability initiatives. [14] shows the possibility of interoperability
between two standards, namely HL7 and IEEE 1451. HL7 is a messaging standard
for exchanging medical information. IEEE 1451 deals with various aspects of sen-
sors, the format of data sheets and how to connect and disconnect the sensors from
a system. This work is complementary to our research. These standards can be used
to exchange information between entities in our architecture.
Multiple European initiatives also focus on remote e-health provisioning. epSOS [9]
is European project for patient summary and electronic prescription that intercon-
nect national solutions. It develops an e-health framework and ICT infrastructure
that enables secure access to patient’s health data. In contrast to this project, our
approach is more oriented towards health and care services. MobiHealth [17] devel-
ops an architecture for patient monitoring. The framework consists consist of a BAN
with sensors that collects data from a patient. Data is sent along with video and
audio via a cellular network (2.5G and 3G technology) to a health care centre. This
raises major privacy concerns. The Bravehealth project [2] (2010-2014) focuses on
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patient-centric management and treatment of cardiovascular diseases and solutions
for remote monitoring.

8 Conclusion and Future work

In this chapter, we have described an open but also privacy-friendly home assis-
tance centre, that can be run by a commercial company without the need to employ
medical staff. The system is capable of scheduling (recurrent) tasks, continuously
monitoring the patients, notifying caregivers and calling an ambulance in case of an
emergency. The system is open because it can interface with all kinds of wearable
sensors and communication means and can interact with caregivers and organisa-
tions or companies that provide services to patients. The system has been designed
in such a way that the home assistance centre never sees medical data. Moreover, it
maintains patients’ networks that are completely anonymized. Nevertheless, these
networks allow for strict access control and accountability/liability of all the stake-
holders. The design of the system realizes true separation of concerns: assessment
and treatment of patients are delegated to the base station in the patient’s home
or to caregivers/organisations outside the system.

The system will be extended with anonymous self-help groups with very strict
admission procedures. The protocols will be similar to those used in the creation or
extension of patient networks.
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A Detailed protocols

In this appendix, we describe the protocols for registration, creation and extension
of the patient’s networks.

A.1 Basic building blocks

We start with introducing the cryptographic building blocks that are used in the
proposed protocols.

Commitments. Commitment schemes allow an entity to commit to a set of values
while keeping them secret. They can be compared to sealed, non-transparent en-
velopes. When a commitment is issued to a verifier, the user cannot change the
values he committed to, without being detectable by the verifier. The commitment
hides the values chosen by the user, but still allows him to prove properties of the
committed values.

Verifiable encryption. This interactive protocol is carried out between two parties,
denoted as the prover and the verifier. Verifiable encryption allows the prover to
encrypt a message with a given public key. He is then able to prove certain properties
of the plaintext to the verifier, even when the verifier does not possess the private
key corresponding to the public key used for encryption. For example, a prover can
demonstrate to a verifier that a value encrypted with the public key of a mutually
trusted third party is an attribute contained in a previously shown credential.

A practical use case of the verifiable encryption schemes is on-line purchasing,
where the user does not have to disclose his address to the shop, but only to the
shipping company if he wants to protect his privacy. Using verifiable encryption, he
sends his address encrypted with the public key of the shipping company and proves
to the shop that it is indeed the address contained in his trusted digital credential.

Anonymous credentials. This type of digital credentials allows for selective disclosure
of attributes contained in them. Additionally, it is possible to only prove properties
of the embedded attributes, without disclosing the actual values. For instance, they
allow a person to prove that he is older than 18, without revealing his birthdate,
which is embedded in the credential. Zero-knowledge proofs are used to prove pos-
session of a valid credential issued by a certificate issuer and also to prove properties
of the embedded attributes. This type of digital credentials can also provide account-
ability, even though the transactions can be anonymous. In this case, the user will
provide the relying party a verifiable encryption of his identity and prove that the
correct value has been encrypted. In case of proven abuse, the trusted third party
that owns the private key to decrypt the verifiable encryption, can deanonymize the
user.

There are two implementations of anonymous credentials. With Idemix [4] mul-
tiple credential shows do not have to be linkable, and with UProve [1] user needs
to be issued multiple credentials, in order to avoid linkability. In the remainder of
the text, we will assume the usage of Idemix credentials.

A.2 Notation and assumptions

The notation and functions used in the given protocols are presented in table 1.
Tables 2 and 3 show which keys and certificates need to be initially installed at

the different components.
After running the protocols, different entities in the system will have acquired

additional keys, credentials, pseudonyms and certificates. They are listed in table
4.
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Table 1. Notation and functions

Object Explanation

dÊe Entity E is anonymous

X ↔ Y : (OX ; OY ) ←
Protocol(comm; IX ; IY )

A protocol executed between entitiesX and Y ,
where OX (resp. OY ) is the output forX (resp.
Y ), comm the common input, IX (resp. IY )
the input only known by X (resp. Y ). Some-
times, the double arrow is replaced with a sin-
gle arrow to indicate the direction in which
information flows.

PKenc
X (resp. PKsig

X , PKiss
X ) Public key of entity X used for encryption

(resp. signature verification or certificate veri-
fication)

SKenc
X (resp. SKsig

X , SKiss
X ) The corresponding private keys for decrypting,

signing and issuing certificates.

SC∅, SCPT∗, SCPT Empty patient smart card, partially personal-
ized SC, fully personalized SC

CredanonX An anonymous credential belonging to entity
X.

CertX A certificate issued by certification authority
X.

O ← Negotiate() Negotiation on object O between two parties.

Cert ← IssueCert(SKiss, Id, PK) Issuing a certificate linking identity Id and
public key PK using the issuing key SKiss.

Cred ← IssueCred(attr; . . . ; SKiss) Issuing a credential which includes attributes
attr using the issuing key SKiss.

Sig ← Sign(SK, M ) Creating signature Sig of messageM using pri-
vate key SK.

Vault ← Encrypt(PK, data) Creating Vault by encrypting data with PK.

data ← Decrypt(SK, Vault) Decrypting Vault with the private key SK.

Nym ← generateNym(Cred.Rand) Creating a provable pseudonym Nym. The
pseudonym is based on a random number
Rand embedded in an anonymous credential
Cred. The holder can prove ownership of the
pseudonym.

(SK, PK) ← generateKeyPair() Generating a private-public key pair.

Rand ← generateRandom() Generating a random value Rand.

(Comm, OpenInfo) ← Commit(X ) Creating commitment Comm and opening in-
formation OpenInfo for a value X.

storeDB(data) Storing data in the database.

All communication is protected via end-to-end encryption; often, during the
authentication phase, an SSL-connection will be set up over which the subsequent
protocol messages can be sent.

We assume that the protocols are aborted as soon as the verification of checks
fails.
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Table 2. List of initial keys and certificates

Patient (PT)

eIDPT The patient’s electronic identity card.

SKsig
PT , PK

sig
PT ∈ eIDPT Key-pair of eID to be used for signing messages.

SKauth
PT , PKauth

PT ∈ eIDPT Key-pair of eID to be used for authenticating pa-
tient.

PINauth
PT The authentication PIN-code of the eIDPT card.

Organisation of caregivers (O)

SKsig
O/CA

, PKsig
O/CA

, CertsigO/CA Key-pair to be used for signing messages; the pub-
lic key is certified by a certification authority, CA,
trusted by AC.

SKenc
O/CA, PK

enc
O/CA, Cert

enc
O/CA Key-pair to be used for encrypting messages; the

public key is certified by a certification authority,
CA, trusted by AC.

SKauth
O/CA, PK

auth
O/CA, Cert

auth
O/CA Key-pair to be used for encrypting messages; the

public key is certified by a certification authority,
CA, trusted by AC.

Caregiver (CT)

eIDCG The caregiver’s electronic identity card

SKsig
CG , PKsig

CG ∈ eIDCG Key-pair of eID to be used for signing messages.

SKauth
CG , PKauth

CG ∈ eIDCG Key-pair of eID to be used for authenticating care-
giver.

PINauth
CG The authentication PIN-code of the eIDCG card

Administration Centre (AC)

SKauth
AC , PKauth

AC , CertauthAC Key-pair for authentication with corresponding
certificate.

SKiss
AC , PK

iss
AC , Cert

iss
AC Key-pair for issuing certificates/anonymous cre-

dentials19.
{ SC∅ } Set of empty patient’s smart cards that share a

common key-pair SKco , PKco used for authenti-
cation purposes.

Dispatch Centre (DC)

SKauth
DC , PKauth

DC , CertauthDC Key-pair for authentication with corresponding
certificate.

SKiss
DC , PKiss

DC , CertissDC Key-pair for issuing certificates.

Table 3. List of initial keys and certificates (continued)

Trusted Platform Module of the administration centre (TPMAC )

SKauth
TPMAC

, PKauth
TPMAC

, CertauthTPMAC
Key-pair for authentication with correspond-
ing certificate.

SKenc
TPMAC

, PKenc
TPMAC

, CertencTPMAC
Key-pair for encryption/decryption with cor-
responding certificate.

Trusted Platform Module of the dispatch centre (TPMDC )

SKauth
TPMDC

, PKauth
TPMDC

, CertauthTPMDC
Key-pair for authentication with correspond-
ing certificate.

SKenc
TPMDC

, PKenc
TPMDC

, CertencTPMDC
Key-pair for encryption/decryption with cor-
responding certificate.
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Table 4. List of established keys, credentials and certificates

Patient (PT)

SCPT The patient’s personalized smart card.
NymPT∈ SCPT The patient’s pseudonym (used in her net-

work)
SKenc

PT , PKenc
PT , CertencPT ∈ SCPT A patient-specific key-pair for encrypting data

to be sent to the patient’s base station.

SKsig
PT , PK

sig
PT , Cert

sig
PT ∈ SCPT A patient-specific key-pair for signing informa-

tion to be sent to the dispatch centre.
SKco , PKco , Certco ∈ SCPT The shared key-pair, used to authenticate a

genuine patient’s smart card.

Organisation of caregivers (O)

CredanonO The organisation’s anonymous credential.
CertencO Certificate which recertifies PKenc

O/CA (which is
certified in CertencO/CA).

Caregiver (CT)

CredanonCG The caregiver’s anonymous credentials
SKenc

CG−PT , PK
enc
CG−PT , Cert

enc
CG−PT Freshly generated key-pair and corresponding

certificate to be used for encrypting data to be
sent to CG.
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A.3 The protocols

The following tables describe the detailed protocols:

– table 5 shows the protocol for registering a patient;
– table 6 and table 7 describe the protocols for registering an organisation and a

private caregiver;
– table 8 gives the protocol for creating the patient’s network;
– tables 9 and 10 show the 4-step protocol for extending the patient’s network

with an organisation.

Table 5. Registration of a patient

PT ↔ AC : (SCPT ; IdPT , AddrPT , SLA, SigPT )
← Register(CertauthAC ; eIDPT , PIN

auth
PT ;

SKauth
AC , SC∅)

(1) PT → AC : (IdAC ; IdPT , AddrPT ) ↔
Authenticate(eIDPT .Cert

auth
PT , CertauthAC ;

eIDPT , PIN
auth
PT ; SKauth

AC )
(2) PT ↔ AC : SLA ← Negotiate()

(3) PT : SigPT ← Sign(eIDPT .SK
sig
PT , SLA)

(4) PT → AC : SLA, SigPT

(5) AC → SC∅ : ”Personalize”, IdPT , AddrPT , SLA, PKco ,
SKco , CertTPMDC

, CertTPMac

// SC∅ becomes SCPT∗

(6) SCPT∗ : (NymPT , SK
enc
PT , PKenc

PT , SKsig
PT, PK

sig
PT) ←

Generate()

(7) AC ← SCPT∗ : NymPT , PK
enc
PT , PKsig

PT

(8) AC → SCPT∗ : CertencPT , CertsigPT ← IssueCert(SKiss
AC , NymPT ,

{PKenc
PT , PKsig

PT})
// SCPT∗ becomes SCPT

(9) PT ← AC : SCPT

(10) AC : VaultPT ← Encrypt(PKTAC , {NymPT , IdPT ,
AddrPT , SigPT})

(11) AC : storeDB(NymPT , SLA, CertencPT , CertsigPT, VaultPT )
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Table 6. Registration of an organisation

O ↔ AC : (CredanonO ; SigO) ← Register(IdO , AddrO , ServO , CctO ,

CertauthO/CA, Certsig
O/CA

, CertencO/CA; SKsig
O/CA, SK

auth
O/CA; SK

auth
AC )

(1) O ↔ AC : (CertauthAC ; IdPT , AddrPT ) ← Authenticate(CertauthO/CA,

CertauthAC ; SKauth
O/CA; SK

auth
AC )

(2) O : SigOx ← Sign(SKsig
O/CA

, {IdO , AddrO , ServO , CctO ,

CertencO/CA})
(3) O → AC : IdO , AddrO , ServO , CctO , CertencO/CA, CertsigO/CA, SigO

(4) AC : verify(SigO , {IdO , AddrO , ServO , CctO , CertencO/CA}, Certsig
O/CA

)

(5) O ← AC : CertencO ← IssueCert(SKiss
AC , IdO , CertencO/CA.PK)

(6) O : RandO ← generateRandom()
(7) O : (CommO , OpenInfoO) ← Commit(RandO)
(8) O → AC : CommO

(9) O ← AC : (CredanonO ; ∅) ← IssueCred(IdO , AddrO , ServO , CctO ,
CommO ; OpenInfoO , RandO ; SKiss

AC )
(10) AC : storeDB(IdO , AddrO , ServO , CctO , CertencO , CertencO/CA, SigO ,

Certsig
O/CA

)

Table 7. Registration of a caregiver

CG ↔ AC : (CredanonCG ; SigCG) ← Register(IdCG , AddrCG , ServCG ,

CctCG , CertencCG ; PINauth
CG ; SKauth

AC )

(1) CG ↔ AC : (IdAC ; IdCG , AddrCG) ← Authenticate(eIDCG .CertauthCG ,
CertauthAC ; eIDCG , PINauth

CG ; SKauth
AC )

(2) CG : SigCG ← Sign(eIDCG .SKsig
CG , {QualCG , CctCG})

(3) CG → AC : QualCG , [ proofs of qualifications ], SigCG , CertsigCG

(4) AC : verify(SigCG , {QualCG , CctCG}, CertsigCG)
(5) CG → AC : NymCG ← generateRandom()
(6) CG : RandCG ← generateRandom()
(7) CG : (CommCG , OpenInfoCG) ← Commit(RandCG)
(8) CG → AC : CommCG

(9) : ∀ addr ∈ CctCG :
(10) addr ← AC : authenticationCode // code is sent to addr
(11) CG → AC : authenticationCode
(12) CG ← AC : (CredanonCG ; ∅) ← IssueCert(IdCG , NymCG , AddrCG ,

QualCG , CommCG ; OpenInfoCG , RandCG ; SKiss
AC )

(13) AC : VaultCG ← Encrypt(PKTAC , {IdCG , AddrCG , QualCG ,
CctCG , SigCG })

(14) AC : storeDB(NymCG , CertCG , VaultCG)

Table 8. Creation of the anonymized patient’s network

d̂PTe ↔ DC : (SCPT ; NymPT , VaultPT )
← createNetwork(CertauthDC ; SCPT ; SK

auth
DC )

(1) SCPT ↔ d̂PTe ↔ DC : (IdDC ; valid SC) ← Authenticate(CertauthDC ,
PKco ; SCPT .SKco ; SK

auth
DC )

(2) SCPT : VaultPT ← Encrypt(PKenc
TPMDC

,

{NymPT , IdPT , AddrPT})
(3) SCPT → d̂PTe → DC : ”Create Network”, NymPT , VaultPT ,

SCPT .Cert
enc
PT

(4) DC : storeDB(NymPT , Cert
enc
PT , VaultPT )
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Table 9. Extending the patient’s network with an organization (a)

dP̂ Te ↔ dÔe ↔ DC : (VaultO ; VaultPT ; NymPT , NymO−PT , Role)
← Join(∅; VaultPT , SCPT ; Cred

anon
O ; TPMDC )

// Step 1
(1) SC → PT : VaultPT ← Encrypt(CertencO .PK,

{NymPT , IdPT , info, InvCodeO})
(2) PT → O : ”Join my network, PT”, URL, VaultPT

(3) O : NymPT , IdPT , info, InvCodeO ←
Decrypt(SKenc

O , VaultPT )

// Step 2

(4) d̂Oe → DC : NymO−PT ← generateNym(CredanonO .Rand, PT)

(5) d̂Oe : (SKO−PT , PKO−PT ) ← generateKeyPair()

(6) d̂Oe : VaultO−DC ← Encrypt(PKenc
TPMDC

,

{NymPT , NymO−PT , IdO , CctO})
(7) d̂Oe → DC : (TranscO ; TranscDC ) ← SignCred(CredanonO ,

{NymPT , VaultO−DC , ServO , InvCodeO ,
PKO−PT}, props)

(8) DC : verify InvCodeO

(9) DC : invalidate InvCodeO

(10) DC : CertencO−PT ← IssueCert(SKiss
DC , PKO−PT )

Table 10. Extending the patient’s network with an organization (b)

dP̂ Te ↔ dÔe ↔ DC : (. . . ; . . . ; . . . ) ← Join(∅; . . . ; . . . )
// Step 3

(11) DC → TPMDC : TranscDC , CertencPT

(12) TPMDC : (NymPT , NymO−PT , IdO , CctO)
← Decrypt(SKenc

TPMDC
,

TranscDC .VaultO−DC )

(13) TPMDC : verify (NymPT == CertencPT .Nym)

(14) TPMDC : verify valid TranscDC .Sig

(15) TPMDC : VaultO−PT ← Encrypt(CertencPT ,PK,
{TranscDC , NymPT , NymO−PT ,

IdO , CctO})
(16) d̂PTe ← DC ← TPMDC : VaultO−PT

(17) SC ↔ d̂PTe : (TranscDC , NymPT , NymO−PT , IdO , CctO)
← Decrypt(SKenc

PT , VaultO−PT )

(18) SC ↔ d̂PTe → DC : (TranscPT , TranscDC2 ) ← Sign(SKsig
PT ,

{NymPT , NymO−PT , role})
// Step 4

(19) DC → TPMDC : TranscDC2 , Cert
enc
O−PT , VaultPT

(20) TPMDC : (NymPT , IdPT , AddrID) ←
Decrypt(SKenc

TPMDC
, VaultPT )

(21) d̂Oe ← DC ← TPMDC : VaultO ← Encrypt(CertencO−PT .PK,
{NymPT , NymO−PT , role, IdPT , AddrID})

(22) d̂Oe : (NymPT , NymO−PT , role, IdPT , AddrID)
← Decrypt(SKenc

O−PT , VaultO)

(23) d̂Oe : verify NymPT , NymO−PT , role, IdPT , AddrID


